The secret of beauty from the Afrodita Cosmetics development laboratories
Afrodita Cosmetics, set amid the thermal springs of Rogaška Slatina, has always focused its development on the creation of natural, innovative, effective and high-quality cosmetic products.

Since 1970, Slovenia’s biggest cosmetics company has been tirelessly building its developmental and technological expertise and is constantly searching for attractive and revolutionary active ingredients.

The products in the Afrodita’s Secret range combine years of research and the invaluable experience of the Afrodita Cosmetics development laboratories. Their biggest advantage is that they can be used in combination, regardless of age and skin type!

The secret of beauty from Afrodita Cosmetics – satisfied skin whatever your age!
FIRST, A HYDRATING BASE LAYER...
A serum with a light, rapidly absorbed texture for effective protection of the skin against the consequences of urban living:

- **maintains vitality** of cells against pollution damage*
- **protects** keratinocytes from oxidative stress*
- delivers **instant** (30 mins after application)\(^{**}\) and **long-lasting hydration** (up to 48 hours after last application)\(^{***}\)

\(^{*}\)in vitro study
\(^{**}\)in vivo study on 22 volunteers 30 minutes after application
\(^{***}\)in vivo study on 25 volunteers after 21 days of twice-daily use

---

**ACTIVE INGREDIENTS**

**PatchH\(_2\)O**  
Unique PatchH\(_2\)O technology works as a protective H\(_2\)O "plaster" that simultaneously cares for the skin. It forms a hydrophobic layer on the skin’s surface that reduces or prevents water loss through evaporation.

**100% natural hyaluronic acid**  
Thanks to its low molecular mass, it penetrates the epidermis and regulates the internal hydration of the skin. It limits the evaporation of water from the surface of the epidermis and at the same time, thanks to its hygroscopic properties, binds water molecules and acts as a moisture reservoir in the skin.

**Provitamin B5**  
A remarkable skin moisturiser that accelerates cell division.

---

**TEXTURE:** Light, gel-based, rapidly absorbed, does not pull the skin.
Advanced renew serum

For face & neck & décolleté

Pomlajevalni serum za obraz, vrat & dekolte

All skin types

Immediate & long-lasting anti-wrinkle effect
Guaranteed rejuvenated appearance with visible wrinkle reduction thanks to unique action:

- **removes** traces of fine lines and **smooths wrinkles** by up to -12% within 1 hour of application*
- **stimulates** cellular activity, thereby accelerating synthesis of **collagen** (+35%), **fibronectin** (+18%) and **hyaluronic acid** (+14%)**
- **intensively hydrates** throughout the day (immediate effect 30 mins after application***, long-term hydration for up to 48 h****)

*clinical study on 15 volunteers 1 hour after application
**in vitro study
***in vivo study on 22 volunteers 30 minutes after application
****in vivo study on 25 volunteers after 21 days of twice-daily use

**ACTIVE INGREDIENTS**

**Marine collagen**
On application, the patented microspheres of marine collagen penetrate the upper layers of the epidermis, intensively bind moisture and swell to a volume 10 times larger. They ensure effective reduction of wrinkles in 1 hour and visibly tighten the skin.

**Bio-active peptides**
Stimulate cells to divide faster and synthesise more collagen, elastin and hyaluronic acid. As a result, they slow down the chronological ageing and photoageing of the skin, rejuvenating it in every way.

**Ceramides**
Stimulate the natural process of renewal of the hydro-lipid layer of the epidermis, thus preventing moisture loss and providing lasting protection against the natural ageing process.

**TEXTURE:** Light, creamy texture.
A "MUST HAVE" FOR THE DELICATE SKIN AROUND THE EYES...
Miracle eye serum

Total care for the delicate skin around the eyes:

- **instant reduction of wrinkles** around the corners of the eyes (30 mins after application)*
- **reduction** of bags under the eyes **by up to 23%** **
- **long-term** smoothing of crow’s feet **by up to 32.9%** ***

*in vivo study on 22 volunteers 30 mins after 1 application
**in vivo study on 12 volunteers after 56 days of twice-daily use
***in vivo study on 23 volunteers after 56 days of twice-daily use

**ACTIVE INGREDIENTS**

**Ice wine**
Rich in polyphenols (antioxidants), ice wine is integrated with Peruvian carob or tara gum, a carrier polysaccharide obtained from the plant Caesalpinia spinosa, and releases remarkable substances on contact with the skin, with astonishing rejuvenating effects.

**Bio-active peptides**
Stimulate cells to divide faster and synthesise more collagen, elastin and hyaluronic acid. Visibly firm the skin, smooth its surface and have an intensive wrinkle correction effect.

**Yarumo tree extract**
With a lipolytic and draining action that helps the elimination of toxins and substances trapped in the skin and contributes to reducing dark circles and puffiness.

**TEXTURE** : Creamy, rapidly absorbed texture.
FOR AN INSTANT GLAMOUR EFFECT...
Glow mask
for all skin types
for an instant "renewed" effect

A rejuvenating mask designed for tired skin with uneven tone and pronounced wrinkles:

- **even after the first application** gives the appearance of "younger skin" (smoother and softer*); regular use **stimulates regeneration** of skin cells, **increases the skin's radiance** and visibly **reduces irregularities** on its surface**

* self-evaluation by 49 volunteers after 1 overnight application
** self-evaluation by 49 volunteers after 21 days of twice-daily use

+ for a really "glamorous" appearance, use it at least twice a week!

**ACTIVE INGREDIENTS**

- **Papain enzyme**
  An innovative formulation to help achieve a healthy, radiant skin tone and increased luminosity via a patented procedure based on stabilisation of the papain enzyme, obtained from the fruit of the papaya, which does not irritate the skin.

- **Rose hip oil**
  A nourishing oil rich in essential fatty acids and vitamins, particularly recommended for skin regeneration and the reduction of skin irregularities.

- **Aloe vera**
  An excellent natural skin moisturiser, also ideal for soothing irritated skin.

**TEXTURE:** Light, rapidly absorbed, creamy texture.
Firming moisturising cream
Vlažilna učvrstilna krema

Normal to combination skin
Hydration effect
Firming moisturising cream

For optimal skin care results for normal to combination skin, apply Firming moisturising cream after applying serum. Its advanced formulation of active ingredients generously hydrates* the skin and leaves it visibly firmer*.

*self-evaluation by 22 volunteers after two months of twice-daily use

TEXTURE: Creamy, rapidly absorbed texture.

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

100% natural hyaluronic acid
Thanks to its low molecular mass, it penetrates the epidermis and regulates the internal hydration of the skin. It limits the evaporation of water from the surface of the epidermis and at the same time, thanks to its hygroscopic properties, binds water molecules and acts as a moisture reservoir in the skin.

Provitamin B5
This improves the skin’s overall appearance by stimulating its regeneration and supplying plenty of moisture. Also has a soothing effect on irritated skin.

Shea butter
Obtained from the seeds of the shea tree, extremely rich in antioxidants, fatty acids and vitamins. Stimulates cell regeneration and renewal of the hydro-lipid layer of the skin and helps it protect against environmental factors.
Firming nourishing cream

For optimal skin care results for dry skin, apply Firming nourishing cream after applying serum. Its advanced formulation of active ingredients generously nourishes* the skin and additionally hydrates it*.

* self-evaluation by 22 volunteers after two months of twice-daily use

**ACTIVE INGREDIENTS**

**100% natural hyaluronic acid**
Thanks to its low molecular mass, it penetrates the epidermis and regulates the internal hydration of the skin. It limits the evaporation of water from the surface of the epidermis and at the same time, thanks to its hygroscopic properties, binds water molecules and acts as a moisture reservoir in the skin.

**Ceramides**
Stimulate the natural process of renewal of the hydro-lipid layer of the epidermis and thus prevent moisture loss. They build long-term protection against the natural ageing process and protect the skin from harmful external factors.

**Meadowfoam oil**
Considered one of the best emollients, it is a natural source of triglycerides, carotenoids and tocopherol. Vitamins and more than 90% content of long-chain fatty acids ensure intensive regeneration and antioxidant action.

**TEXTURE:** Creamy, nourishing texture that leaves a pleasant protective "film" on the skin.
Everyday care, adapted to skin type

**Ideal care for normal skin**

1. **Advanced renew serum** for face, neck and décolleté, apply **morning and evening**.
2. **Firming moisturising cream**, apply after serum in the **evening** (and in the **morning** if necessary).
3. **Glow mask** for even skin tone, increased luminosity and smooth skin **2x weekly** (apply after cleansing and toning).

**Ideal care for combination skin**

1. **Anti-pollution serum**, application **morning and evening**.
2. **Firming moisturising cream**, **evening** after application of serum.
3. **Glow mask** for even skin tone, increased luminosity and smooth skin **2x weekly** (apply after cleansing and toning).

**Ideal care for dry skin**

1. **Advanced renew serum** for face, neck and décolleté, apply **morning and evening**.
2. **Firming moisturising cream**, **morning**, **Firming nourishing cream**, **evening**.
3. **Glow mask** for even skin tone, increased luminosity and smooth skin **2x weekly** (apply after cleansing and toning).
Cleansing – your morning and evening ritual

Dry skin
- SENSITIVE cleansing milk
- SENSITIVE cleansing oil fluid

Combination to oily skin
- RE-BALANCE cleansing foam

All skin types, including sensitive skin
- HYDRA cleansing gel
- HYDRA cleansing cream
- MICELLAR cleansing foam
- MICELLAR cleansing water

+ REMOVER
eye make-up remover
EXFOLIATING Detox peeling
EXFOLIATING Natural peeling

Toning after cleansing

Dry and sensitive skin
- SENSITIVE tonic

Normal to combination skin
- RE-BALANCE tonic

All skin types, especially sun-irritated skin
- HYDRA tonic with aloe vera